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THE GREAT

H O M E P A G E



H E L L O

Your home page is the first thing your audience or potential 

new customer will see that shows off who you are, what 

you’re offering, and your brand’s digital message. It’s your 

chance to capture their attention, build credibility, and 

eventually lead them to buy from you!

It might sound intimidating, but with careful planning and 

design you can create a great home page that drives your 

audience through an experience to convert your current 

sporadic viewers to long lasting clients. Below are the top five 

things you can do to create an effective home page that 

converts.

Getting Started



1write an inticing

H EA D L I N E
Your headline should be larger than your other text and tell a visitor 
what you do and why it’s beneficial to them. You want this to intrigue 
them so that they keep reading your page, it also lets them know right 
off the bat if it’s something they can benefit from.

On your home page, you should use large text to state how you will 
help our audience and then give details about why it's beneficial to 
them in a smaller but bold text. This lets them immediately know if 
this is the right place for them. If it is the right place, it also lets them 
know that taking more steps on your site will help them accomplish a 
specific goal (converting customers, booking clients, making their 
dream business happen).
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communicate
YOUR 
OFFERING

Give more detail about who you are and what problem you are solving for 

your audience or potential client. You’ll want to save more of your “story” 

and "why"  for your about page, but this can allude to why you stand out 

from the your competitors. You can also use this section to share 

testimonials from current and previous clients highlighting the benefits of 

working with you and how you've helped them.

Why Choose Me?

... AND THE BENEFITS OF WORKING WITH YOU!



Create a list of the usual pain 

points your potential clients 

have and the outcomes you 

think will ultimately solve their 

challenge.

Pick the most important item 

from each list. These will serve 

as the outline on your home 

page of benefits you offer that 

may differ from the competition. 

Sometimes including a few they 

didn't think of is a plus as well.  

After  you have resolved your 

clients' pain points, then you 

should share a list of your must 

have features like your latest blog 

posts, links to your services or 

testimonials are often used. 

All of this information works to 

build trust with your audience, and 

gets them excited for the 

opportunity to work with you, and 

make it an easy choice for them to 

click the contact me button.
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outline pain points share your must haves



create a

CALL TO ACTION
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When someone visits your site, you’ll want to 

make it clear and easy for them to move from 

one section of your site to the next. Create a 

specific, well-defined call to action for your 

audience to take once they’ve visited your 

home page. We suggest a call to action like 

signing up for your newsletter or a link to a 

well crafted free resource you created for 

your target market.
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Make it a priority to add your CTA on the top 

of your home page to encourage your 

audience to take an immediate action and 

sign up for your newsletter or freebie. The 

rest of your page can include other actions to 

take like reading your blog or learning more 

about you, but primarily you want your 

audience to sign up for your email list so 

make it super obvious how to do just that.

ENCOURAGE THEM TO ENGAGE



A well-designed home page is 

the key to building trust and 

credibility. No matter the 

message or call to action, if the 

design is less than desireable 

your site won’t keep the attention 

of your potential audience. 

Create a balance of impactful 

imagery and just enough copy, 

with white space to give your 

design the feel of breathing 

room. You’ll also want to check 

that your whole site, especially 

your home page, is responsive on 

all devices. 
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tip:

CRAFT A WELL DESIGNED
PAGE

Make sure your home page highlights, not only feature content that entices your 
audience, but also a layout that is easy to use and clean design that matches your 
brand identity perfectly. Your branding will share all of the key pieces of good 
design which help build trust and encourages your audience to look deeper at what 
you are offering.



Finally, once your home page has 

captured the attention of your audience 

and led them to your call to action, you’ll 

want to let them know where they can 

connect with you. Include links to all of 

your social channels and make it easy to 

find your email opt-in form. This will 

make it easy for your audience and future 

clients to connect and follow along with 

you where you can continue to build trust 

and get to know them.

Most typical home pages have links to 

their social accounts somewhere on the 

home page. Most are featured in the 

footer or at the top of the page, these are 

both good options especially if someone 

is glancing at the top or bottom of the 

page then they can easily find where to 

connect with you.

5MAKE IT EASY TO CONNECT

BE A SOCIAL BUTTERFLY



drop by
I N T E R W O V E N    D E S I G N S

on social media

Creating a quality home page is a great first step towards connecting with your audience, 

building trust, and leading them into a sales funnel to eventually buy from you. We hope these 

tips help you when making design and copy choices, as well as any theme choices!

We're happy to help you get started on making some killer updates to your site that'll help you 

get noticed and convert!  Sign-up for a FREE discovery call to explore where to jump in.

team interwoven designs xoxo

book a discovery call

https://michellestanderfer.com/contact/





